Polymer-based pressure sensors play a key role in realizing lightweight and inexpensive wearable devices for healthcare and environmental monitoring systems. Here, conductive core/shell polymer nanofibers composed of poly (vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropene) (PVDF-HFP)/poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) are fabricated using three-dimensional (3D) electrospinning and vapor deposition polymerization methods, and the resulting sponge-like 3D membranes are used to create piezoresistive-type pressure sensors. Interestingly, the PEDOT shell consists of well-dispersed spherical bumps, leading to the formation of a hierarchical conductive surface that enhances the sensitivity to external pressure. The sponge-like 3D mats exhibit a much higher pressure sensitivity than the conventional electrospun 2D mats due to their enhanced porosity and pressure-tunable contact area. Furthermore, large-area, wireless, 16 × 10 multiarray pressure sensors for the spatiotemporal mapping of multiple pressure points and wearable bands for monitoring blood pressure have been fabricated from these 3D mats. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of the fabrication of electrospun 3D membranes with nanoscopically engineered fibers that can detect changes in external pressure with high sensitivity. The developed method opens a new route to the mass production of polymer-based pressure sensors with high mechanical durability, which creates additional possibilities for the development of human-machine interfaces.
Introduction
Flexible, sensitive, lightweight, and inexpensive pressure sensors are well suited for applications in portable and wearable devices. Wireless sensing devices enable users to monitor and record their physiological data in real time [1] [2] [3] . Recently, artificial electronic skin (E-skin) that can simultaneously detect subtle pressure changes, the humidity, and the temperature has been intensively studied for its potential use in various applications, including health monitoring systems, medical diagnostics, soft robotics, and human-machine interfaces [4] [5] [6] [7] . It has been demonstrated that flexible electronic devices and systems can be integrated with the human body or E-skin in the form of implantable, stick-on, or wearable electronics 8, 9 . Particularly, integrated wearable pressure sensors have been developed with several types of transduction systems, including resistive, capacitive, and piezoelectric types 10 . Although manufacturing a sensing matrix on a pixel-by-pixel basis is common for pressure sensors, a sensor array may also be manufactured by embedding a pressure-sensitive layer into electrode-array platforms. Three-dimensional (3D) structured conductive polymeric materials are promising for achieving highly flexible pressure sensors. In the last few years, various structures and materials have been developed to fabricate ultrasensitive pressure sensors that can effectively collect pressure stimuli in the low-pressure regime (<10 kPa) [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . However, several obstacles limit the practical application of such sensors. Flexible pressure sensors often require elaborate nanostructured designs, and thus their fabrication requires multiple steps, high-vacuum conditions, and time-consuming syntheses [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Electrospinning has been widely employed to overcome these limitations and can be used in the fabrication of nanofibers (NFs) or microfibers composed of numerous materials, such as elastic polymers, conductive materials, and graphene [22] [23] [24] [25] . In addition, electrospinning is suitable for rapidly producing large-area membranes with adjustable properties (high surface area, pore volume, and material type) under ambient conditions 20, 23 . The most common method of fabricating highly conductive NFs is the direct electrospinning of conductive composite polymers on a flexible substrate. However, the formulation of composite polymers required to prepare an electrospinnable solution often degrades the intrinsic electrical properties of the conductive species. Additionally, dipping or immersing electrospun fibers in a solution containing a conductive material requires multiple steps to produce conductive fibers, and the irregular surface degrades the performance of the device 26, 27 . The electrospinning procedure with a dual nozzle also needs sophisticated finetuned processes to obtain continuous uniform fibers 28 . In addition, these conventional electrospun structures typically form two-dimensional (2D) networks with fibers aligned parallel to the collector 22, 29 . Layer-by-layer fibrous structures made by conventional 2D electrospinning tend to form with less film porosity in the perpendicular direction than in the planar direction. This phenomenon has limited the enhancement of 3D porosity in electrospun materials.
Piezoresistive sensors are a typical pressure sensor that convert applied pressure to a resistance signal and have been widely used because they are simple, low cost, and easy to operate. Conductive polymer films or elastomeric rubbers, typically filled with conductive carbon black particles, are used as sensing materials for piezoresistive sensors 30 . However, these conductive polymer thin film or rubber-based sensors are relatively insensitive, unstable, and difficult to reproduce in low-pressure regimes, which limit their practical applications. The piezoresistive sensing mechanism of conductive nanomaterials is based on a change in resistance resulting from variations in the contact area between conductors upon compressive deformation. The relatively low porosity of piezoresistive sensors made with conventional electrospun fibers results in small changes in resistance with changes in the ambient pressure and, consequently low-performance pressure sensors. The dense packing of NFs limits interchain movement and restricts changes in the resistance of the nanofibrillar membrane 26 . Recently, novel hybrid systems have been prepared using fabrication methods for creating various 3D structures 31, 32 , and the resulting systems boast a combination of high electronic conductivity 33, 34 and mechanical flexibility 35, 36 . Despite the development of these new systems, a large demand for highly effective functional nanomaterials for use in high-performance flexible pressure sensors remains unmet.
In this study, we report the fabrication of highly conductive 3D electrospun poly(vinylidene fluorideco-hexafluoropropene) (PVDF-HFP)/poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) mats with increased pore volume to enhance the pressure sensitivity and investigated their mechanoelectrical properties for applications in piezoresistive-type pressure sensors. We fabricated PVDF-HFP/PEDOT core/shell NFs with well-dispersed spherical conductive bumps using 3D electrospinning and vapor deposition polymerization (VDP) 37 methods for the core and shell components, respectively. Our method for producing core/shell NFs has a great advantage because the precursor solution enables the simultaneous building of a 3D structure and the initiation of polymerization, which also enables the formation of conductive spherical bumps. The sponge-like 3D membranes of these NFs exhibited bendable, elastic, and perfectly plastic properties and were used as pressure-sensitive layers for polymerbased piezoresistive-type pressure sensors. The fabricated 3D membranes exhibited a greatly enhanced sensitivity (13.5 kPa ) compared with those prepared using a conventional 2D electrospinning method (5.1 kPa −1 ). The fabricated polymeric pressure-sensitive layers exhibited a minimum detection of~1 Pa and stable operation over 10,000 strain cycles. This high sensitivity and outstanding durability originated from the greatly enhanced porosity, pressure-tunable contact area, and embossing surface structure with spherical bumps. Furthermore, we created a durable 3D conductive structure and used it as a singlelayer sponge-like conductive pressure-sensitive material for a sensor array that can sense pressure pixel-by-pixel without modification of the existing electronic circuits, which simplified the manufacturing processes. The largearea, wireless, 16 × 10 multiarray pressure sensors for the spatiotemporal mapping of multiple pressure points and wearable wrist bands for monitoring blood pressure were successfully fabricated from these 3D mats, which were linked to a smartphone application for portable use. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of the fabrication of an electrospun mat with randomly oriented 3D fibrous structures and its application in highly sensitive pressure sensors for monitoring environmental stimuli and health conditions.
Materials and methods
Preparation of 3D and conventional PVDF-HFP/PEDOT NFs PVDF-HFP/PEDOT NFs were fabricated using electrospinning and VDP methods. PVDF-HFP (M.W. 50,000-150,000 g mol −1 ; Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and ferric chloride (FeCl 3 , 97%; Sigma-Aldrich, USA) were mixed in a 1:1 dimethylformamide (DMF):tetrahydrofuran (THF) (w/w) solution (total concentration of solution, 18 wt%). The solution was stirred at 60°C for 24 h. The electrospinning equipment for fabricating PVDF-HFP NFs was purchased from Nano NC Corp. (Korea). Electrospinning of a single NF was performed at a voltage of 10.5 kV using a single-tip electrospinning system (inner diameter of the nozzle, 0.33 mm). The tip was connected to the positive terminal of a power supply. The tip-to-collector distance was 3-12 cm, and the feeding rate of the solution was 6-8 μL min −1
. The collector was an aluminum plate for the 3D mats and an insulating Lucite plate for the 2D mats. PVDF-HFP fibers were then electrospun directly onto inkjet-printed PEDOT:PSS/PET (vide infra) or indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) substrates. The sponge-like PVDF-HFP mats were placed in a vacuum chamber for the VDP of 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT). Liquid EDOT monomer (0.3 g) was loaded into the reactor by injection. The monomer was injected at room temperature and completely vaporized by heating the reactor at 70°C for 5 h. Polymerization of EDOT onto the surface of the PVDF-HFP NFs was performed by chemical oxidization with FeCl 3 . Finally, the NFs were uniformly coated with PVDF-HFP/PEDOT by VDP. Two separate panels composed of PVDF-HFP/ PEDOT/substrate and substrate were prepared and stacked in a tandem structure to prepare a pressure sensor matrix.
Preparation of PEDOT:PSS electrodes
A PEDOT:PSS solution was inkjet-printed with a 60-µm pitch nozzle onto a PET substrate to form flexible electrodes. Computer-aided design of PEDOT:PSS electrodes was used to print electrodes using an electrohydrodynamic inkjet printer, which was purchased from ENJET Corp. (Korea). Each electrode consisted of five printed lines to fill up one whole electrode. After printing PEDOT:PSS electrodes on a 25-µm-thick PET substrate, an annealing process was performed at 65°C for 25 min. Then, ethylene glycol was immediately introduced to remove residual PSS and enhance the conductivity, and the printed electrode sheets were washed with ethanol and dried for 2 h.
Characterization of PVDF-HFP/PEDOT NFs
The morphologies of the electrospun PVDF-HFP/ PEDOT NFs were studied using a focused ion beam (FIB) scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Helios S600; Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA), an FE-SEM (S-4800; Hitachi, Japan), and an HR-TEM (JEM-2100F; JEOL, Japan). In the sample preparation, nanomaterials were directly deposited onto a copper grid. The molecular structure of the fibers was characterized by FT-IR (VERTEX 70; Bruker, USA) in transmission mode.
Electrical measurements
The sheet resistances of the PVDF-HFP/PEDOT NFs were measured using a four-point probe method at room temperature. A Keithley 4200 semiconductor parameter analyzer (US) was used under ambient atmosphere for electrical characterization and the sensing tests. The current-voltage (I-V) curves, response times, and detection ranges of the pressure sensors were measured with a Keithley 4200 analyzer with Cu electrodes attached to each layer of the fiber mat. The applied voltage was 1-10 V. To examine the performance of each pressure sensor, a z-axis stage and a force gauge (Mark-10) were used to apply loads to the sensor pad and record the applied pressure.
Internet of things (IoT) platform
A large-area sensing IC board (Snowboard) was purchased from Kitronyx Corp. (Korea). The Snowboard is an Arduino Leonardo-compatible board with integrated force and touch-sensing controllers. The force-sensing IC and Snowboard software were developed by Kitronyx and can be connected to any resistive matrix sensor. The singleunit pressure sensor was designed by Kong Tech Corp. (Korea). The custom-made algorithm and program were accessible via Bluetooth. Copper tape and wire were used for the connections between the IC board and the sensors. The PEDOT:PSS/PET film and heavily doped silicon wafers (n-type, <0.004 Ω cm) were used as substrates for the large-area sensor and the unit sensor, respectively.
Results and discussion

Fabrication of 3D PVDF-HFP/PEDOT NFs
The overall experimental procedure for the fabrication of PVDF-HFP/PEDOT devices is illustrated in Fig. 1a . The basic idea in the design of this polymeric material is to use a polar, stretchable polymer combined with a mobile, high ionic strength salt. Thereby, ion-dipole interactions can occur between the polar groups on the polymer and the ionic Fe salt. To make an electrospinnable polymer solution, we chose PVDF-HFP as the polar polymer network. First, a PVDF-HFP pellet and FeCl 3 were dissolved in a solution of DMF and THF (1:1 by weight). FeCl 3 was used as an ion (Fe 3+ ) source for building 3D nanostructures and as an oxidizing agent for the polymerization of EDOT (Fig. 1b) . Electrospinning under high voltage produced a fluffy stack of fibers with a 3D configuration composed of elongated PVDF-HFP fibers. It is generally thought that the differences between the fibrillar structures produced by conventional 2D and 3D electrospinning methods originate from changes in the transient electrical forces when the fibers hit the collecting plate. A collecting plate with a high surface conductivity and/or a polymer system with a low electrical resistivity are essential for the formation of 3D scaffolds.
In a typical 3D electrospinning process, liquid droplets acquire negative charges and are elongated into fibers. The electrospun fibers with a highly negative surface charge move perpendicularly toward the collecting plate. When the fibers strike the metal collector, the static surface charge are rapidly transferred to the plate. Fewer electrons are left on the fibers, resulting in a decrease in the attractive interactions between the fibers and the collector. In some cases, single fibers can carry opposite charges in different regions depending on their proximity to the collector plate. The regions of a fiber close to the collector can carry positive charges and be repulsed by the collector, while the fiber ends remain negatively charged and are attracted to the collector 38 . Consequently, fibers are collected onto the plate in multiple orientations, resulting in loose and fluffy 3D scaffolds ( Supplementary  Fig. S1 ).
The resulting 3D random fiber network was spongelike, and the fibers were bendable and elastic. The vaporized EDOT monomers reacted with Fe 3+ cations and polymerized via chemical oxidative polymerization on the surface of the PVDF-HFP fibers. The morphology and diameter of the as-prepared composite NFs were examined by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) as functions of the oxidant concentration and reaction time. The stepwise formation of a PEDOT shell bumps with various thicknesses (3-13 nm) were successfully fabricated by the VDP method (Fig. 2b, c) .
As shown in Fig. 3a , the average diameter of an optimized PVDF-HFP/PEDOT fiber was 480 ± 34 nm. The spherical PEDOT bumps also formed in a hierarchical manner. The successful fabrication of PVDF-HFP/PEDOT fibers was also confirmed by energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR). The EDS data show that the Fe ions contained in the electrospinning solution were dispersed uniformly, creating dot-shaped islands throughout the NF after electrospinning. Elemental mapping analyses revealed that carbon (61.59%), fluoride (25.52%), oxygen (11.20%), sulfur (0.13%), and iron (1.56%) were spread over the surface of the NFs (Fig. 3b, Supplementary Fig. S3 and Table S1 ). As a result, Fe cations adsorbed to the surface of the PVDF-HFP NFs due to charge-charge interactions between the Fe 3+ ions and F − groups of PVDF-HFP. When the Fe cations were sufficiently spread on the fiber surface, coaxial PVDF-HFP/PEDOT NFs were prepared.
A uniform PEDOT shell was formed by vapor polymerization; the shell thickness was ca. 13 nm, as shown in Fig. 3c (Fig. 3d) . Typical absorption bands corresponding to the C-H stretching of thiophene rings and in-plane C-H stretching were observed at 1183 and 1211 cm , respectively (Supplementary Fig. S4 and Table S2 ).
Mechanoelectrical and morphological properties of PVDF-HFP/PEDOT NFs
The sheet resistance of the PVDF-HFP/PEDOT mat was measured using the four-point probe method at room temperature, and the calculated value was ca. 7 × 10 4 Ω sq −1 . Figure 3e indicates the radius of the electrospun deposition area as a function of the tip-to-collector distance. The sheet resistance of the fiber mats was relatively constant under a variety of conditions. In addition, the optical transparency of the electrospun fibers could be controlled by changing the electrospinning deposition time. The optical transparencies of three samples prepared on substrates with deposition times of 0.5, 1, and 3 min are compared in Supplementary Fig. S5 , which shows that both the density and effective thickness of the deposited layer increase with increasing deposition time.
Van Wyk first proposed a mechanistic deformation model for a 3D random fibrous medium under compression and demonstrated that organized 3D fiber networks with both vertically and perpendicularly grown structures were more suitable for use in filtration 39 . In our work, these 3D electrospun mats boasted four useful properties: (1) a high specific surface area (surface area per unit mass), (2) low solidity (or high porosity), (3) high interconnectivity of pore spaces, and (4) high sensitivity toward external pressure and mechanical durability owing to the formation of hierarchical structures. Conventional electrospun fibers have a layer-by-layer structure that consists of fibers aligned parallel to the plane of the collector. The compressive deformation of 2D fiber mats is relatively restricted due to the dense packing perpendicular to the collector plate. Conversely, mats with a 3D fiber network boast freedom of movement in both the parallel and perpendicular directions, enabling increased flexibility and elasticity. In a 3D conductive network, compressive stress leads to an increase in the number of contact points with a wide variation in resistance.
The 3D PVDF-HFP/PEDOT mats were subjected to a precompression treatment (up to 95% shrinkage) to improve their reliability as a pressure-sensitive material. Morphological changes in the 3D PVDF-HFP/PEDOT NF mats (ca. 1 mm thickness) during compressive deformation were characterized using field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM). Changes in the thickness and resistance were also measured as a function of compression (Fig. 4a, b) . The high stability of the bump core/ shell NF mats could be attributed to the spherical PEDOT nanostructures present on the PVDF-HFP fibers. The unique structures of the core/shell fibers with PEDOT bumps provide the conductive sponge mat with sufficient contact sites when it is compressed and also play a role in stress dissipation when the force is released 40, 41 . In the pristine PVDF-HFP/PEDOT mat, several layers of fibers were randomly entangled and stacked to form a porous structure. The contact area of the fibers increased as the mat was compressed. In thousands of repeated compression cycles, the spherical bump PVDF-HFP/PEDOT 3D NF mat showed nearly no noticeable degradation, indicating that the 3D fibrillar network and spherical bump shape NFs were suitable for reusable pressure sensors; 1.4 and 2.0% reductions in the thickness were observed after 1000 and 10,000 cycles, respectively (Fig. 4c) . Since the PEDOT shell was chemically deposited onto the surface of the PVDF-HFP NFs, cross-sectional morphologies of normal (flat) and spherical bump core/ shell NFs after 10,000 cycles were investigated using FIB-SEM analysis. As shown in Fig. 4d and e, the PEDOT shell was uniformly coated on the surface of the PVDF-HFP NFs without peeling or wearing off of the PVDF-HFP core after the long-term cycling tests.
PVDF copolymers (e.g., PVDF-TrFE, PVDF-HFP) exhibit piezoelectric characteristics under stretching or deformation, and the application of pressure could lead to changes in both the voltage and resistance at the same time. The PVDF-HFP/PEDOT pressure sensor showed changes in both resistance and voltage under an applied pressure ( Supplementary Fig. S6 ). Although the applied pressure led to the changes in the voltage and resistance at the same time, the two factors were not affected by each other because they had different transduction mechanisms. The sensor generated a weak open-circuit voltage signal under applied pressure, while it underwent a large change in resistance owing to the spherical bump 3D NF structure ( Supplementary Fig. S7 ). Therefore, the high pressure sensitivity of the sensor prepared in this research was mainly caused by the change in resistance.
To demonstrate the pressure sensitivity of the 3D PVDF-HFP/PEDOT mats, the response to an applied pressure was monitored by measuring the relative change in the sensor output current, ΔI/I 0 = (I−I 0 )/I 0 , where I 0 is the initial current and ΔI is the change in the current under pressure loading. The electrospun, pressure-sensitive NF sensors were evaluated as a function of applied pressure on the surface of a unit device composed of PVDF-HFP/ PEDOT mats prepared under different deposition conditions. The pressure sensitivity, S, can be defined as the slope of the resulting curve (S = (ΔI/I 0 )/ΔP, where P denotes the applied pressure). When the applied pressure increased from 1 Pa to 30 kPa, the resistance of the pressure sensor greatly increased due to the elastic deformation of the 3D fiber mat and the consequent increase in contact area between fibers. A pressure sensor with a higher sensitivity and mechanical durability was realized with a 3D fiber network with a fully grown spherical bump PEDOT shell, as shown in Supplementary Fig. S8 .
In real-time sensing tests at pressures below ca. 10 kPa, the 3D electrospun NF mats exhibited higher sensitivities than the mats prepared with 2D fiber networks. As shown in Fig. 5a , the 3D mat prepared with 1-min-electrospun NFs showed a greatly enhanced sensitivity (13.5 kPa ). In the high-pressure regime (>10 kPa), the S value was approximately 0.9 kPa −1 . In the low-pressure regime (1−10 kPa), the sensor exhibited a linear response to pressure, implying the good reliability of the sensor for practical applications. This level of sensitivity is unmatched in previous reports (Supplementary Tables S3 and S4) . Figure 5b and c shows the changes in current obtained with 1-min-deposited 3D and 2D NF films, respectively, as a function of the applied voltage. The current increased with an increase in pressure from 1 to 50 Pa, and the linear I-V curves indicate Ohmic behavior with a relatively stable response to static pressure. Notably, our devices showed a high sensitivity even at voltages as low as 1 V with a minimum detection of 1 Pa. Furthermore, the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller surface area of the 3D electrospun mat (4.89 m 2 g −1
) was larger than that of the 2D electrospun mat (4.57 m 2 g
, which is consistent with our results (Supplementary Fig. S9 ). While microstructured and nanostructured, pressure-sensitive thin films have been intensively studied, our durable, 3D, randomly nanostructured fiber mats have shown excellent sensitivity and stable performance, with rapid response (0.4 s) and recovery (0.2 s) times at applied pressures less than 10 kPa 2, 13, 23 . Repeated, real-time sensing tests were also performed. As indicated in Fig. 2 , the PEDOT shell and bumps with varying thicknesses were formed by VDP. However, as shown in Supplementary Fig. S10 , the manufactured spherical bump PVDF-HFP/PEDOT 3D NF sensors showed relatively small differences in the sample-tosample variation tests of 25 devices because the entangled Fig. 4 Morphological changes in a 3D electrospun PVDF-HFP/PEDOT NF mat upon the application of pressure and the effects of spherical bumps on the long-term performance. a Thickness and resistance changes of a normal (flat) core/shell NF mat. After precompression treatment, the thickness of the as-prepared 3D electrospun mat was reduced to 9.9 and 9.6% for the normal core/shell NFs and the bump core/shell NFs, respectively. b Spherical bump core/shell 3D NF mats during a repeated cycling test (the inset SEM images show the morphology of a single core/ shell fiber, and the scale bar represents 500 nm). c SEM images of pristine spherical bump 3D NF mats and the recovered mats after applying cyclic compressive deformation. The scale bar represents 500 µm. The initial height of a mat deposited for 3 min was ca. 1 mm. Cross-sectional SEM images of d normal (flat) and e spherical bump core/shell NFs after 10,000 cycles (Pt was deposited as a protecting layer during the FIB etching process) network is composed of thousands of fibers. As shown in Fig. 5d and e, repeatability tests of the spherical bump PVDF-HFP/PEDOT 3D NF sensor were performed using the same device over 10,000 cycles at pressures of 1 and 5 kPa. The sensor responses were relatively consistent, even up to 10,000 cycles. The developed devices maintained their response and recovery properties after multiple cycles at various pressures (Fig. 5f ). The PVDF-HFP/ PEDOT pressure sensors possessed highly stable architectures without any observable structural degradation after repeated compression tests. To clarify the maintenance of the core/shell structure, the morphologies of the spherical bump PVDF-HFP/PEDOT 3D NFs after 10,000 cycles were investigated using an FIB etching process. As shown in Fig. 5g , the PEDOT shell remained uniform on the surface of the PVDF-HFP NFs without wearing off of the PVDF core after the long-term cycling tests.
Demonstration of PVDF-HFP/PEDOT NF-based human-machine sensing platform
Since our pressure-sensing platform is based on polymeric materials, it is well suited for the fabrication of large-scale and low-cost pressure sensor arrays. To assess the potential for applications in human-machine interfaces and E-skin for self-health monitoring, a 16 × 10 pressure-sensing array and a unit sensor embedded in a wearable band, respectively, were fabricated with a wireless module. Figure 6a illustrates the configuration of the sensor array matrix (left) and the unit sensor (right).
A pressure sensor array matrix is useful for various applications in which pressure mapping is required. A simple pressure-sensing matrix was prepared by forming horizontal and vertical electrodes below sensitive polymeric materials on a flexible plastic substrate (PET). Pressure mapping was performed by applying a voltage to the horizontal line and reading the resistance of each vertical line, i.e., the horizontal line was driven to a neutral voltage, and the resistance of the vertical line was monitored. In this way, all of the matrix pixels were scanned. This process was developed with our spherical bump PVDF-HFP/PEDOT-based sensors and can easily be scaled up to allow the production of large-area, flexible Fig. 6 Practical applications of human-machine interfaces using spherical bump PVDF-HFP/PEDOT 3D NF mats. a Schematic illustration of the sensor matrix (left) and single-unit sensor systems (right). b Optical images of a PVDF-HFP/PEDOT array on an inkjet-printed electrode PEDOT:PSS/ PET film, c a commercially available board for pressure mapping (top) and a small custom-made Bluetooth board (bottom). d Spatial pressure mapping of a PVDF-HFP/PEDOT array sensor. e Top and rear-view photographs of a prototype blood pressure sensor embedded in a wrist band. f Photograph of a wireless blood pressure sensor and diagnostic signals on the display of a smartphone pressure sensors. We created a durable 3D conductive structure and used it as a single-layer sponge-like conductive pressure-sensitive material to form a 160-pixel (in an area of 8 × 6 cm 2 ) piezoresistive pressure sensor array that can measure pressure distributions by detecting the resistance of each pixel. Figure 6b shows a photograph of the 16 × 10 pressure sensor array consisting of a PVDF-HFP/PEDOT fiber mat/PEDOT:PSS electrode/PET substrate structure fabricated using 3D electrospinning and VDP methods (Supplementary Figs. S11, S12 ). In addition, whole pieces of the as-prepared PVDF-HFP/PEDOTbased sensors were connected to a wireless board using copper cables and tape. The intensity of the current variation was recorded and plotted as a 2D pressure distribution. A commercially available sensing board with a mA current read (operating voltage: 5 V) and a custommade Bluetooth module were used (Fig. 6c) . Simultaneous finger touches at three locations on the surface of the sensor were used to test the response of the sensor to multiple external pressure points. The output current variation from each pixel was recorded and is plotted in Fig. 6d , which shows the spatial distribution of the pressure via color contrast mapping. The measured spatial distribution of pressure was highly consistent with the location of each finger touch. The pixel resolution was approximately 2 × 2 mm 2 and was limited by the size of the PEDOT:PSS electrodes and the copper tape used in the device (Supplementary Movie S1).
A wearable band containing a single-unit pressure sensor was fabricated to monitor blood pressure in real time. PVDF-HFP fibers were collected directly on a flexible ITO-coated PEN substrate and an n-doped Si wafer. The pressure sensor device was composed of two electrodes on both sides of a spherical bump PVDF-HFP/ PEDOT mat composite (see the right image in Fig. 6a and Supplementary Fig. S13 ), which had a single output and a small, sandwich-like structure. Top-view and rear-view photographs of a wireless blood pressure sensor band are presented in Fig. 6e . Real-time sensing experiments of human blood pressure yielded well-resolved signals on a smartphone screen through a custom-made user interface ( Fig. 6f and Supplementary Movie S2).
Conclusion
In summary, conductive core/shell polymer NFs were fabricated using 3D electrospinning and VDP methods. The resulting material exhibited the mechanoelectrical characteristics of pressure-sensitive PVDF-HFP/PEDOT 3D electrospun NF mats. By applying a novel electrospinning technique with repulsive forces that enable 3D fiber stacking, we successfully fabricated a conductive, sponge-like polymeric material composed of PVDF-HFP/ PEDOT with a thickness of approximately 1 mm. The sponge-like material exhibited a pressure sensitivity of 13.5 kPa −1 , which is more than twice that of conventional electrospun mats (5.1 kPa
−1
). The fabricated fibers were coated with a hierarchy of conductive nanostructures consisting of spherical bumps. The sensor response yielded a minimum detection of 1 Pa and was resilient even up to 10,000 compressive cycles. Furthermore, we proposed a facile means of fabricating practical pressure sensors by constructing IoT platforms. This concept was demonstrated with a highly sensitive, large-area pressure mapping sensor (160 pixels in an area of 8 cm × 6 cm), and a wireless blood pressure monitoring band. The developed method represents a new route toward the polymer-based fabrication of high-performance, pressure-sensitive materials with high mechanical durability and operational stability. In addition, the pressure-sensing platform described herein is suitable for a wide range of applications in biomedical diagnostics and environmental monitoring and is a promising candidate for the fabrication of lowcost artificial E-skin, flexible circuits, and wearable electronics.
